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Monument for Feeling
First, find a large flat surface.
Next, stand on top of it
(by yourself or with others).
Then, get into position.
Finally, begin feeling.
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Conversation

Never mind the archivist on the corner

digging furiously in the snow

she’s only searching.

or a fierce desert sun

Under the weight of heavy blankets

on the long commute

she finds an unfamiliar feeling

takes a photo of it

and files it away for safekeeping.

Disparate images collect

on a forgotten corner

under the shadow of some ordinary street lamp

of a contemporary interface

and the archivist takes notes for the future:
see fig. a

fig. a

Note

fig. a

Note

fig. a

Note

I’ve always loved the conjunctions unless, yet, however,
although. Grammatical interventions, they subvert all
things certain, rational, and indisputable, opening
a series of syntactic doorways into new, undetermined
possibilities.
The pieces in the Institute fo? Contempo?a?y Inqui?y’s
archive function like those conjunctions. They refuse
and destabilize easy categorization, pointing, like
a rhizome, toward a thousand different possible pasts —
and just as many futures.
To be clear, the Institute fo? Contempo?a?y Inqui?y does
not have a physical site. It is a network of psychic
locations materialized through its archive. It is, in
other words, what I have gathered.
I have taken great care to arrange these materials in
a manner that reflects the spatial, temporal, and psychic
proximity in which I found them. You will find that
I have preserved the original folders, including their
labels — Capitalism, Climate, and Time; The Unstable
Image; Resistance; Critical Optimism and Self-definition;
Memory, Inheritance, and Hope; and, lastly, Conversation —
but have also taken the questionable liberty of adding
my own notes.
Perhaps it would have behooved the Institute to hire
an archivist with more linear and obedient inclinations.
But I’m thankful, for my own sake, that they did not.

Abstract

I can’t recall who suggested that I visit the Institute
during my trip to Southern California. I had all but
forgotten about it and wouldn’t have considered making
the lengthy drive from Los Angeles had a friend not
needed a ride to Bishop. The heat and the pavement and
the billboards and the tired art talk in LA — not to
mention the increasingly dire political climate — were
making me anxious. I figured that some of my unease might
dissipate after a few days of solitude in the desert.
It was only after I had arrived and began finding evidence
of the Institute that I started putting the pieces
together. A photograph. Pages from an old exhibition
catalogue. Hand-drawn diagrams — but of what? I gathered
these pieces with the care and reverence with which one
might collect near-forgotten memories from her childhood.
Strands of a skein all at once familiar and foreign.
It was in this rather accidental way, over the course
of the last three years, that my principal duty, preoccupation, and, ultimately, practice, has become caring for
the Institute fo? Contempo?a?y Inqui?y’s ever shifting,
eclectic collection. At the same time, it is also true
that the archive has cared for me. For in organizing and
reorganizing the disparate materials in our collection,
I have been given the opportunity to organize and reorganize my own perception — to question the assumptions that
have choreographed the way I move and think through the
world — and to begin to unearth a depth of feeling that,
in light of my family’s experience in the Second World
War, I had mistakenly assumed would be unrecoverable.

Melissa Weiss
Archivist

Introduction
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The capitalistic order produces modes of
human relations even in their unconscious
representations: the ways in which people
work, are educated, love, have sex, and
talk. And that’s not all. It manufactures
people’s relations with production, nature,
events, movement, the body, eating, the
present, the past, and the future — in short,
it manufactures people’s relations with
the world and with themselves. And we
accept all this because we assume that
this is “the” world order, an order that
cannot be touched without endangering
the very idea of organized social life.
— Félix Guattari and Suely Rolnik,
Molecular Revolution in Brazil, 1986
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Notes on Capitalism, Climate, and Time:

The desert is often imagined as a vast and empty space, and
many people, including myself, have gone there seeking some
kind of escape from the excess and precarity of the political
present. Perhaps those other people found what they were
looking for. I certainly did not. Instead, I found, in the
varied landscape, a mirror, reflecting the logic of capitalism
back to me. Every surface of the terrain — from the abandoned
borax mines to the Naval Air Weapons Station — revealed the
extent to which capitalism pervades our lives.
Capitalism produces a myopic and monetized way of thinking
and relating to the world, one in which it has become
increasingly normal to determine the relative value of everything — people, objects, landscapes, emotions — in relation
to their marketability or potential for extraction. Under such
a system, meaning is mediated by money. Editors and designers
at even the most reputable newspaper will be under pressure
to determine the layout of their website’s landing page based
on click $ rather than content.
Or worse, they will become the mouthpiece of capitalism
itself. In April 2018, dozens of local TV anchors across
the nation uncannily recited the same speech, word for word,
echoing Donald Trump’s warnings about “biased and false
news.” As it turned out, all of the anchors worked for
Sinclair Broadcast Group, which had required that they read
the scripted speech. When the news site Deadspin published
a video that compiled the speeches, it went viral.
David Smith, the Executive Chairman of Sinclair, once
explained to Adweek, “Fox News Channel has demonstrated that
people want a different level of truth and if you can do
it nationally, why not locally? If we’re successful in
creating meaningful, relevant controversy, we’ll be doing
a community service.”
It would be easy to mistake Sinclair, the largest owner of
broadcast TV stations in the US, for just another conservative
corporation using its power to disseminate its worldview.
But its priority, Smith once said to Forbes, is “purely to
make money.”

In an article published in Bloomberg Businessweek, journalist
Felix Gillette describes how, in 2013, after Sinclair acquired
KOMO, the ABC affiliate in Seattle, Smith told staff members
at the station that salespeople were far more important than
reporters and anchors. “Everybody at Sinclair,” Smith said,
“works for sales.”1
If capitalism is a factory that produces profit, we become
the unconscious laborers who keep its equipment running. Even
when we’re not working, even during our supposed leisure time,
we are laboring for corporations like Facebook, Pinterest, and
Instagram — producing and organizing images-turned-commodities
in an endless effort to produce a more and more marketable self.
The labor of maintaining a social media presence is understood as a requirement of contemporary life. Indeed, those
who opt out are often ridiculed — as if, in choosing not to
participate, they run the risk of disappearing altogether.
No matter that, under capitalism, the land beneath our feet
is literally disappearing as sea levels rise and that, by not
addressing climate change, which truly demands our attention
and labor, we are literally opting out of a future.
The trouble with capitalism, or any ideology, is that it
pervades our lives so completely that it can be difficult
to see and, therefore, to imagine alternative ways of thinking and being. As Frederick Jameson famously wrote, “It is
easier to imagine the end of the world than to imagine the
end of capitalism.”
In their speculative project, The Intergovernmental Panel
on Capitalism, artists Tega Brain and Sam Lavigne illustrate Jameson’s assertion, revealing how we are more willing
to talk about climate change than we are about the economic
system that is responsible for producing and perpetuating
it. The organization’s website, which includes pdfs and video
content, is indistinguishable from the material on the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)’s website
except that in every instance in which the IPCC uses the
phrase “climate change,” Brain and Lavigne have replaced
it with “capitalism.”

1

Gillette, Felix. “The Sinclair Revolution Will Be Televised. It’ll
Just Have Low Production Values,” Bloomberg.com. July 20, 2017.
Accessed April 29, 2018. www.bloomberg.com
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The superficial narrative about climate change on the IPCC’s
website, which is mysteriously devoid of any mention of
capitalism, is a product of capitalism itself. Brain and
Lavigne put a magnifying glass up to that language. By staging an exhaustive linguistic rebellion on the level of the
sentence, they manage to slow down the production of meaning
and point to the narratives omitted when we look at the
world through the narrow viewfinder of capitalism.
How might we create more space for these kind of countercapitalist narratives?
Michael Asher’s “Post-Studio” seminar, which he taught at
CalArts for 30 years starting in the 1970s, suggests one
possible answer, at least in the art-school context. The
12-hour-long seminar is legendary. From approximately 12 pm
to 12 am, Asher’s students would discuss the work of three
of their peers during consecutive, four-hour critiques.
“I don’t have a theory of time,” Asher once explained. “It
is a very simple, practical matter. For clear investigations,
you need time. That is the only rule of thumb. If you don’t
have it, you run the risk of being superficial.”1
Slowing down, looking closely, and asking questions are not
natural conditions of what the theorist bell hooks refers
to as “the white supremacist capitalist patriarchy”2 but they
are central conditions of critical thinking. I’ve never been
more interested in these conditions and their potential relationship to developing a responsible art and design practice.
Driving along the remote, dirt roads of Death Valley National
Park, it is startling to come across an abandoned borax mine.
The logic of the “capitalistic order” is etched into the
landscape. I could easily drive past the mine. Or, I could
stop and take a closer look.
— Archivist

1
2

Thornton, Sarah. Seven Days in the Art World (New York: W. W. Norton &
Company, 2008).
hooks, bell. Feminism Is for Everybody: Passionate Politics. Cambridge, MA:
South End Press, 2000.
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Johanna Fateman
“Women on the Verge: Art,
Feminism, and Social Media”
Artforum, April 2015
Rob Horning
“The Acquisitive Gaze”
The New Inquiry,April 2015
Found object, Death Valley

McKenzie Wark
A Hacker Manifesto
Harvard University Press, 2004
“Ours is a world that ventures
blindly into the new with its
fingers crossed.”

“Consumerism is… a coherent
system for expressing the
self through commodities. But
it comes at the expense of
the possibility of an uncommodified self.”

Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer
Dialectic of Enlightenment
Stanford University Press,
2018/1947
“They rush in lest they miss
something. Exactly what, is
not clear, but in any case
the only ones with a chance
are the participants.”

Renata Adler
Speedboat
NYRB Classics, 2013/1976
“A girl of eighteen was taking
the sun with great seriousness. The rest of our party
were swimming, or playing
cards below, or drinking hard.
The girl was blond, shy,
and laconic. After two hours
of silence, in that sun, she
spoke. ‘When you have a tan,’
she said, ‘what else have
you got?’”
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“While most of her feminist
post-Internet peers embrace
at least a scrap of Donna
Haraway’s cyborg dream...
[Amalia] Ulman most clearly
illustrates the pioneering
theorist’s grave caveat: ‘The
main trouble with cyborgs,
of course, is that they are
the illegitimate offspring
of militarism and patriarchal
capitalism.’”

Glenn Ligon
“Black Light: David Hammons
and the Poetics of Emptiness”
Artforum, September 2004
Francis Alÿs
Politics of Rehearsal, 2005
Color video, 30:03 min.
Sarah Thornton
Seven Days in the Art World
W. W. Norton & Company, 2008

Frederick Jameson
“Future City”
New Left Review, May-June 2003

Félix Guattari, Suely Rolnik
Molecular Revolution in Brazil
Semiotext(e), 2007/1986

“Someone once said that it is
easier to imagine the end of
the world than to imagine the
end of capitalism. We can now
revise that and witness the
attempt to imagine capitalism
by way of imagining the end
of the world.”

“I don’t have a theory of time,”
“The capitalistic order manAsher once explained. “It is
ufactures people’s relations
a very simple, practical
with the world and with themmatter. For clear investigaselves. And we accept all
tions,
you need time. That
this because we assume that
is the only rule of thumb.
this is ‘the’ world order, an
If you don’t have it, you run
order that cannot be touched
the risk of being superficial.”
without endangering the very
idea of organized social life.”

Found object, Death Valley

“What the spectator wants is
precisely to maintain this
arousal, not really to arrive
anywhere but to keep oneself
aroused.”
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“If blackness is a construct,
then we are all construction
workers, and what Hammons
has done is to provide the
space in which blackness can
be constructed in light.”

John Carpenter
They Live
Universal, 1988

Sophie Calle
What Do You See?
(Rembrandt, The Storm
on the Sea of Galilee), 2013
C-print, 26 x 39"

Friedrich Nietzsche
On Truth and Lies
in a Nonmoral Sense, 2012/1873
“Truths are illusions which we
have forgotten are illusions —
they are metaphors that have
become worn out and have been
drained of sensuous force,
coins which have lost their
embossing and are now considered as metal and no longer
as coins.”

Taryn Simon
Nuclear Fuel Agreement.
Bushehr Nuclear Power
Plant, Bushehr, Iran,
February 27, 2005, from
the series Paperwork and
the Will of Capital, 2015
Archival inject print,
85 x 73"

Sophie Fiennes
The Pervert’s Guide
to Ideology
Zeitgeist Films, 2012
“I am already eating from the
trashcan all of the time.
The name of this trash can
is ideology.”

“The poor and the underclass
are growing. Racial justice
and human rights are nonexistent. They have created
a repressive society and we
are their unwitting accomplices. Their intention
to rule rests with the annihilation of consciousness.
We have been lulled into
a trance. They have made us
indifferent to ourselves, to
others. We are focused only
on our own gain.”
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Found object, Death Valley

David Foster Wallace
“This Is Water”
Commencement address,
Kenyon College, May 21, 2005

Tega Brain, Sam Lavigne
The Intergovernmental Panel
on Capitalism (IPC), 2015
intergovernmentalpanel
oncapitalism.org
Found objects, Death Valley

bell hooks
Feminism Is for Everybody:
Passionate Politics
Routledge, 2014
“Radical visionary feminism
encourages all of us to
courageously examine our
lives from the standpoint of
gender, race, and class so
that we can accurately understand our position within
the imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy.”

Gregory Bateson
Steps to an Ecology of Mind
University of Chicago Press,

“There are these two young
fish swimming along, and they
happen to meet an older fish
swimming the other way, who
nods at them and says, ‘Morning, boys, how’s the water?’
And the two young fish swim
on for a bit, and then eventually one of them looks over
at the other and goes, ‘What
the hell is water?’”

1972

“The very meaning of “survival”
becomes different when we
stop talking about the
survival of something bounded by the skin and start to
think of the survival of the
system of ideas in a circuit.”
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Carlota Fay Schoolman,
Richard Serra
Television Delivers People, 1973
Color video, 6:00 min.

Archivist’s Research
Architecture of Obedience, 2016
Chair, laser-cut wood veneer,
pencils, dimensions variable

The architecture of our workspaces — ranging
from a child’s school desk to the pixelated
screenspace — actively enforce obedient ways
of thinking.
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Archivist’s Research
The Contract, 2016
Color video, 00:21 min.

When artists and designers have contractual
relationships to their tools, their autonomy
is compromised.
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Archivist’s Research
Fields, 2016
Inkjet print on paper, 20 x 30"

The designer’s relationship to the Creative
Cloud is comparable to a farmer’s relationship to rented land.
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Archivist’s Research
Latte Machine, 2017
Ceramic mugs, image transfers
on acrylic gel medium,
dimensions variable

We don’t think twice about seeing an image
of a latte on Instagram or Pinterest. These
images and their minimal aesthetic are ubiquitous but full of meaning; they are potent
signifiers of class and status. In collecting them, organizing them, and redistributing them, the user gives their aspirational
thinking a visual form.
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Archivist’s Research
Discover Ideas, 2017
Book, 26 pp., 7 x 11"

Pinterest functions as a Sisyphean doll
house — a space in which grown men and women
( but especially women ) play out their
subjectivity , imagining and reimagining
possible futures by eternally laboring over
the organization and rearrangement of
commodified objects. The tedium of domestic
chores is replaced by the processing of
data and the refinement of an aspirational,
minimalist aesthetic. The future contains
endless possibilities but every one of them
looks the same: timeless, place-less, and
exquisitely well-lit.

Archivist’s Research
Discover Ideas, 2017
Book, 26 pp., 7 x 11"
Pinterest functions as a Sisyphean doll
house — a space in which grown men and women
( but especially women ) play out their
subjectivity , imagining and reimagining
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possible futures by eternally laboring over
the organization and rearrangement of
commodified objects. The tedium of domestic
chores is replaced by the processing of
data and the refinement of an aspirational,
minimalist aesthetic. The future contains
endless possibilities but every one of them
looks the same: timeless, place-less, and
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In this rupture, which is the achievement
of the aesthetic form, the fictitious
world of art appears as true reality… Art
is committed to that perception of the
world which alienates individuals from
their functional existence and performance
in society — it is committed to an emancipation of sensibility, imagination, and
reason in all spheres of subjectivity
and objectivity.
— Herbert Marcuse, The Aesthetic Dimension:
Toward a Critique of Marxist Aesthetics, 1977
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Notes on the Unstable Image:

I’ve found the view from these roads to be quite unreliable.
Around one bend, I might see the expansive salt flats of
Badwater Basin, only to find that, around the next bend, I see
a large lake in their place. The latter image is a mirage,
an optical illusion caused by light refraction. Mirages are
common in the desert, where the extreme heat provides their
ideal atmospheric conditions. And yet, as an image, the
lake is so convincing that it always causes me to pause and
revisit everything that, moments ago, felt certain — to consider
other possibilities. This fleeting moment, in which reality
is split between two disparate images, is what I have come
to call image instability.
I use the word image in the broadest sense of the word — as
a representation of something. Consider Andrea Fraser’s Down
the River (2016), as an example. Fraser used “the openness”
of the Whitney Museum’s 18,200-square-foot Neil Bluhm Family
Galleries to talk about confinement, mass incarceration,
and our “increasingly polarized society — a society in which
some people are down the river enjoying “New York’s newest
architectural landmark” while others are down the river in
six-by-nine-foot prison cells at the Sing Sing Correctional
Facility. Down the River relies on contrast and incongruity —
the collapse of two disparate realities — to create an active
thinking space for the museum visitor, who must struggle to
make sense of what she sees — an expansive gallery space with
a striking view of the Hudson River — alongside what she
hears — the unsettling sounds of Sing Sing. Fraser’s use of
text heightens the discomfort. The first paragraph of the
exhibition label, written by Fraser, celebrates the Neil
Bluhm Family Galleries with no mention of Sing Sing:

The Whitney Museum is New York’s newest architectural
landmark, enjoying a high-visibility location along
the Hudson River and at the end of the High Line. Its
glass-walled lobby welcomes the public with a promise
of transparency and access. Inside, visitors find airy,
light-filled spaces and terraces opening out to endless
views. Public spaces share glass walls with offices,
exposing functions often hidden from view. Yet, nowhere
is the openness of the museum more dramatically constructed than this 18,200-square-foot space.

The description highlights a sense of pleasure — celebrating
being in a beautiful space within an important institution.
The second paragraph quickly undoes this pleasure. It
describes the conditions of Sing Sing with no mention of
the Whitney or the Neil Bluhm Family Galleries:

Thirty-two miles to the north, in the town of Ossining,
Sing Sing Correctional Facility is also located on the
Hudson River. It is surrounded by thick, high walls
topped with razor wire and movement into, out of, and
within the maximum-security prison is strictly controlled.
Inside, inmates serve sentences of up to life without
parole in six-by-nine-foot cells. Sing Sing’s A Block,
almost six hundred feet long and with six hundred cells,
is one of the largest prison housing units in the world.

The two paragraphs of the exhibition label function like the
unstable image and provide a platform through which Fraser
can address her principle concern: society’s violently
different economic and social divisions. The title, Down the
River, collapses two disparate realities into one simultaneous
reality. Fraser uses a geographic feature — the Hudson River —
to link the experience of museum visitors to the experience
of prisoners: she forces museum visitors to question the
violently different experiences that one can have along the
same river.
Of course, Fraser’s exhibition is still marked by the
capitalistic order. Amazingly, its sober subject matter did
not prevent visitors from taking photos of themselves in
front of the view of the Hudson River — memorializing their
privileged place “down the river” — even as Fraser attempts
to call that very privilege into question. The presence of
museum guards, too, in an exhibit devoid of physical art,
demonstrates that as disparate as the Whitney and Sing Sing
are as institutions, both spaces rely on a high level of
policing and surveillance to “maintain order.” Still, if
Fraser succeeds in disorienting the viewer even for a moment,
I would argue that Down the River succeeds.
Fraser’s politically charged exhibition is a compelling
example of how an artist can create image instability using
sound and text as materials. The less overtly political
work of Portuguese artist Helena Almeida, which blurs the
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boundaries of photography, drawing, sculpture, and performance, also offers a compelling example. Almeida destabilizes
the notion of a singular representation by using one medium
to describe or represent another medium. In many instances,
the body itself is used as one of those mediums; Almeida
insists, “My painting is my body, my work is my body.” In
Inhabited Drawing (1975–77), she frees what appears to be
a drawn line from the two-dimensional plane with a piece of
horsehair, which appears to flow from the artist’s pen across
and through the space of the image. “I wanted to grab the
string with my own fingers,” Almeida explains, “to demonstrate that the line in the paper had become solid.”

order, and creating more potential for autonomous thought.
By introducing a level of instability into the historically
representative medium of photography, Almeida creates a more
expansive thinking space for the viewer, but also, perhaps,
for herself. And while that thinking space alone should not
necessarily be considered an act of political resistance, it
is arguably the state of mind out of which resistance grows.
— Archivist

Almeida grew up in Portugal under the conservative regime
of Antonio Salazar, who served as Prime Minister of Portugal
from 1932 to 1968, and, as some critics have noted, it’s hard
not to read the work as an exercise in physical, perceptual,
and intellectual liberation.1 As a viewer, I find the work
disorienting and exciting. I enter an otherworldly, logicdefying space in which my mind can wander — where nothing seems
certain and everything seems possible.
In The Aesthetic Dimension, Herbert Marcuse writes that the
value of disorientating work lies not in its production of
“‘false consciousness’ or mere illusion but rather a counter
consciousness: negation of the realistic-conformist mind.”
“The truth of art,” Marcuse continues, “lies in its power
to break the monopoly of the established reality.”
Can form, then, act as a vehicle for critical intervention?
I think so. Image instability has the potential to disrupt
a familiar way of thinking, destabilizing the capitalistic

1

Lack, Jessica. “Artist of the week 59: Helena Almeida,” The Guardian.
October 7, 2009. Accessed April 29, 2018. theguardian.com
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Hito Steyerl
“In Defense of the Poor Image”
e-flux, November 2009

Helena Almeida
Inhabited Drawing, 1975
Black and white photograph
with horsehair.

Carol Becker
Zones of Contention:
Art, Institutions,
Gender,and Anxiety
State University of New York
Press, 1996
“For Marcuse art is a...psychic
location — a place in the mind
where one allows for a recombination of experiences,
a suspension of the rules that
govern daily life, a denial
of gravity.”

John Houck
Pointing Device, from A History
of Graph Paper series, 2013
Archival pigment print
46 x 33"

“The poor image is a rag or
a rip; an AVI or a JPEG,
a lumpen proletarian in the
class society of appearances,
ranked and valued according
to its resolution. The poor
image has been uploaded, downloaded, shared, reformatted,
and reedited. It transforms
quality into accessibility,
exhibition value into cult
value, films into clips, contemplation into distraction.
The image is liberated from
the vaults of cinemas and
archives and thrust into
digital uncertainty, at the
expense of its own substance.
The poor image tends towards
abstraction: it is a visual
idea in its very becoming.”
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Found object, Death Valley

Kodwo Eshun
More Brilliant than the Sun:
Adventures in Sonic Fiction
Verso, 2018/1998
“Operating instructions for
the escape route from yourself. Overthrow the Internal
Empire of your head. Secede
from the stupidity of intelligence, the inertia of good
taste, the rigor mortis of
cool. You’re born into a
rigged prison which the jailors term Real Life. Sonic
Fiction is the manual for
your own offworld break-out,
reentry program, for entering
Earth’s orbit and touching
down on the landing strip of
your senses.”

Writ. Bill Callahan
Dir. Hanly Banks, Chris Rusch
Javelin Unlanding
Hanly Banks, Chris Rusch, 2013

Writ. Will Oldham
Dir. Ben Berman
I See a Darkness
Domino Recording Company, 2012

José Esteban Muñoz
Cruising Utopia: The Then
and There of Queer Futurity
NYU Press, 2009
“Bloch privileges the ornamental over the functional,
which does not let us see
anything in it except the use
that capitalism has mapped
out for it in advance. The
ornamental, on the other hand,
has an indeterminate use value that challenges the protocols of capitalism, and in it
one can view Bloch’s anticipatory illumination of art.”

Sister Corita Kent
"Immaculate Heart College Art
Department Rules"

Hito Steyerl
Factory of the Sun, 2015
Video installation

Chris Kraus
I Love Dick
Semiotext(e), 1997

1967-1968

“We’re breaking all of the
rules. Even our own rules
and how do we do that? By
leaving plenty of room for
X qualities.”

“Every question, once it’s formulated, is a paradigm, contains its own internal truth.”
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Andrea Fraser
Down the River, 2016
Multichannel audio
installation

Dir. Sut Jhally
Stuart Hall:
Representation & the Media
Media Education Foundation,
1997

Kim Keever
Abstract 9318, 2014
C-print, 28 x 24"

Mary Kelly
Post-Partum Document (detail),
1976

Perpsex unit, white card,
resin, slate, 20 x 25.5 cm

Herbert Marcuse
The Aesthetic Dimension:
Toward A Critique of
Marxist Aesthetics
Beacon Press, 1979/1977

Félix Guattari, Suely Rolnik
Molecular Revolution in Brazil
Semiotext(e), 1986
“This means that, instead
of seeking freedom (a notion
indissolubly bound up with
that of consciousness), we
have to reclaim farce, produce
and invent delirious subjectivities capable of clashing
with capitalist subjectivity
and make it crumble.”

“The truth of art lies in its
power to break the monopoly
of the established reality.”
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“If you want to begin to
change the relationship of
the viewer to the image,
you have to intervene in exactly that powerful exchange
between the image and its
psychic meaning, the depths
of the fantasy, the collective and social fantasies
with which we invest images,
in order to, as it were,
expose and deconstruct the
work of representation which
the stereotypes are doing...
Every image we see is being
read, in part, by what is
not there.”

Archivist’s Research
These Tender Moments, 2016
Inkjet print on paper, 24 x 30"

When the lines between a physical object,
a photograph, and cutout are blurred, the
relationship between truth and representation
becomes harder to define.
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Archivist’s Research
Multiple Planes, 2016
Inkjet print on paper, 40 x 56"

Merging image-making techniques — in this case,
xerography, collage, and photography — is one
method for destabilizing perception.
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Archivist’s Research
Unlikely Flight, 2016
Inkjet print on paper, 20 x 13"

Lest we forget that a photograph is an object
that occupies space and, like a staircase, can
take the viewer someplace new.
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Archivist’s Research
Degraded Loop, 2018
Inkjet prints on paper, 16 x 21"

A photograph of a photograph of a photograph
becomes a meditation on the degradation
of the contemporary image as we endlessly
share and download it on the web.
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Archivist’s Research
Unfamiliar Feelings, 2017 — Present
Inkjet prints on paper,
dimensions variable

Reflection, distortion, and shadow are
ubiquitous characteristics of natural and
man-made environments. By observing and
recording them, one can understand the
conditions of image instability and apply
them in other contexts.
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Archivist’s Research
Image Optimism, 2017
Book, 24 pp., 8.5 x 11"

Through reflection, two simultaneous realities collapse into a single image, creating
conditions in which nothing is certain and
everything is possible.
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Archivist’s Research
Winter Weeds, 2018
Inkjet prints on paper,
dimensions variable

Weeds are case studies for thriving
within a hostile environment. When they
cannot be found, their images can be
cut out, redistributed, and planted as
symbols of resilience.
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Archivist’s Research
Institute Portraits, 2018
Inkjet prints on paper,
dimensions variable

What might it look like to perform the role
of an archivist? What might it mean for
an archivist to “become” one of the images
she collects? A photograph of a cabinet
is an object that, much like the cabinet
it represents, can be carried through time
and space.
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Archivist’s Research
Double Exposure, 2018
Inkjet prints on paper, 30" x 20"

In popular culture, the Southern Californian
desert is often imagined and represented as
an empty landscape. The mirror allows us to
experience two simultaneous desert realities
and to consider the complexity that is often
omitted from the frame.
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INTRODUCTION
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I want to speak for the endurance race,
to draw attention to the rhythm that lies
beneath the ballistic pulse of the news
cycle, of bills and bombings and even
of elections. There is a more plodding,
concurrent tempo at the scale of time in
which plants manage to grow through concrete. There is power in this rhythm if we
tend to it. This is not an endorsement of
gentleness in the sense I used to think
of it, nor of passivity in any sense; it’s
for relentless steadiness, maintaining a
rhythm, for strength drawn from commitment
rather than muscle.
– Tauba Auerbach, “(P)(E)(R)(S)(E)(V)(E)(R)(E),”
The Serving Library, 2017
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Notes on Resistance:

In the summer, temperatures in the desert often top 120°F.
During the hottest part of the day, I seek shade where I can
find it and try to move as little as possible. I have learned
a great deal about how to survive in an extreme environment
from the annual wildflower, which lies dormant as a seed
during the hottest, driest times of year, until enough rain
falls, when the seed sprouts, grows, blooms, and then goes
back to seed before the heat returns.
Much has been said about the superbloom, when annual wildflowers bloom en masse — but little, to my knowledge, has
been said of its political implications. When they bloom
collectively, wildflowers can attract pollinators that would
otherwise not find them. Across a landscape notable for its
muted color palette, the wildflowers form an unapologetically
loud, vibrant surface. Like a flood of protesters marching
toward the White House, they seem to announce, here we are!
And indeed, they are impossible to ignore.
The poster plays a central role in protest. Its surface is
a space to articulate resistance — a plane on which the human
imagination rehearses its role for a yet to be realized
future. At the Women’s March on Washington, some posters
were direct and sincere: WE ARE BETTER THAN THIS. Others were
witty and unforgiving: MAKE AMERICA THINK AGAIN. Marchers
developed provoking narratives with an impressive economy
of means: black Sharpie against a torn piece of cardboard:
HOW WILL I PROTECT MY DAUGHTER? WHAT WILL YOU TEACH YOUR SON?

Together, the posters formed an expansive new visual landscape, hovering over and temporarily obscuring the Capitol
as it is now and offering a different vision of America’s
future: one defined by justice.
The origin of the word protest derives from a number of
verbs, including the French verb protester: to commit oneself. In these times of political crisis, we have seen
ordinary citizens and non-citizens demonstrate a willingness
to abandon their daily routines and commit themselves to
redesigning the future. They use every possible surface —
signs, banners, clothing, leaflets, public parks, streets,
websites, social media profiles — as platforms for political
expression and resistance.

While art is often positioned as a form of protest, disrupting the status quo, graphic design is frequently conflated
with advertising and understood as a facilitating force —
a kind of visual lubrication that aestheticizes consumption
and keeps the wheels of capitalism in motion.
In reality, practitioners have been asking questions about
the relationship between capitalism, politics, and design
throughout the young discipline’s history — just not as often
or as loudly I would have hoped.
In 1964, 22 designers, photographers, and students across
Britain published “First Things First,” a manifesto criticizing design’s complicity in advertising and consumer culture
and calling upon designers to direct their skills toward more
meaningful ends. The authors contrast a list of what they
consider to be the trivial surfaces of advertising — “cat food,
stomach powders, detergent, hair restorer, striped toothpaste…” — with a list of surfaces that they deem more worthy
of graphic designers’ time, including “signs for streets and
buildings, books and periodicals, catalogues, [and] instructional manuals.” An updated version of the manifesto, “First
Things First Manifesto 2000,” was published by the Canadian
magazine Adbusters in 1999. Its format and message remain
largely the same.
These manifestos continue to generate conversations about
what it means to be an ethical designer. But to my mind,
they don’t push the conversation far enough. They seem to
suggest that establishing an ethical design practice requires
little more than finding less commercial projects on which
to work. It’s a commitment — but not toward anything in particular, just away from something particular. And here is where
designers arguably have much to learn from protesters. What
matters is not the surface itself, but how that surface is
activated by specific content.
John Heartfield was among the first artist-designers to
activate the disruptive, political potential of graphic
design. Born in Berlin in 1891, Heartfield was an active
member of the Berlin Dada movement and Germany’s Communist
Party. Through his innovative work in photomontage, Heartfield
transformed photography into a weapon against fascism. He
used the surfaces of his graphic design practice — literary
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publications, newspapers, posters, and book covers — to publish
incisive political critiques. Heartfield saw an opportunity
for resistance in advertising and used its distribution channels
to bring his subversive photomontages to the masses.

a central and nonnegotiable part of our daily work? What
would it require of us to say no to clients who do not meet
certain ethical standards? What would it mean to consider
every surface we design as a potential space for resistance?

Writing about the designer’s work, Andrés Mario Zervigón
describes how Heartfield forced “newspaper[s] and advertising
to reveal the torment they were generally tasked with concealing.”1 By embedding resistance into the commercial surfaces
of advertising, Heartfield was often able to evade government
censors. His practice demonstrates the agility with which
designers can repurpose familiar modes of content circulation
to bring resistance out of the museum and into the streets.

In “Reflections on Arte Útil,” Tania Bruguera writes “Art is
living the future in the present.” The posters at the Women’s
March — and at the many protests that have followed — suggest
that creating a different kind of future requires first
taking the time to imagine it. For the designer, this means
taking the time to identify political passions and positions,
and making the commitment to enact them across every surface
one designs.

The fact that designers’ work often requires collaboration
across disparate parties, disciplines, departments, and
institutions means that we are positioned to facilitate and
legitimize social and economic conditions as they are now —
or, to reimagine them.

“Living the future in the present” also means interrogating
and actively shaping social, subjective, and economic relations as they unfold in our professional lives. Under this
framework, inquiry becomes practice, process becomes inherently political, and graphic design has the potential to
create conditions for critical thinking and informed action.

I like to think, in my own practice, that every design project
presents new opportunities to interrogate the ideologies that
shape our thinking. I’m interested in working with designers
who are not just good at their craft, but demonstrate a willingness to ask tough, critical questions about their discipline,
and who are ready to engage in slow, generous critique, so
that, together, we can challenge our understanding of the
world and, rather than replicating its conditions, envision
alternative possibilities.

— Archivist

At the Women’s March, Zahra Billoo, Spokeswoman for the
Council on American-Islamic Relations, urged marchers
to make resistance their lifestyle. What would it mean to
make resistance an integral part of a design practice?
If the protest poster is a metaphor for resistance and disobedience, what does resistance and disobedience look like
on the screen? What would it mean to restructure our studios
so that supporting the needs of the most vulnerable becomes

1

Zervigón, Andrés Mario. John Heartfield and the Agitated Image:
Photography, Persuasion, and the Rise of Avant-garde Photomontage.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2012.
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Lorenzo Quinn
Support, 2017
Resin-coated polyurethane foam
dimensions variable

Tauba Auerbach
“(P)(E)(R)(S)(E)(V)(E)(R)(E)”
The Serving Library, 2017
“Here, people seem to come
up with responses rather
than reactions and concern
themselves with advancing
a conversation more than
winning an argument. They
look inward and ask themselves hard questions.
I want us to come at the
present obstacles from all
sides — top, bottom, and
inside, not just the front.”

“Venice is a floating art city
that has inspired cultures
for centuries, but to continue
to do so it needs the support
of our generation and future
ones, because it is threatened
by climate change and time
decay.” — Lorenzo Quinn

Barbara Kruger
Untitled (Your body is
a battleground), 1989
photographic silkscreen
on vinyl, 112 x 112"

Hal Foster
Bad New Days: Art,
Criticism, Emergency
Verso, 2015
“In terms of method, Dean
speaks of “collection,”
Koester of ‘comparison,’
Durant of ‘combination,’
and Hirschorn of ‘ramification’ — and much archival
art does appear to ramify,
through these operations,
like a weed or a ‘rhizome.’”
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Found object, Death Valley

See Red Women’s Workshop
“Statement of Purpose”
See Red Women’s Workshop,1974

Bogdanka Poznanović
Action Heart-Object, 1970
Color photographs, 255 x 203 mm

Jenny Holzer
It Is in Your Self-Interest
to Find a Way to Be Very
Tender, selections from Truism
and Survival series, 1993
Marquees, dimensions variable

Donald Moffett
He Kills Me, 1987

Ken Garland
“First Things First”
The Guardian, 1964

Found object, Death Valley

“We are proposing a reversal
of priorities in favor of the
more useful and more lasting
forms of communication. We
hope that our society will
tire of gimmick merchants,
status salesmen and hidden
persuaders, and that the
prior call on our skills will
be for worthwhile purposes.”
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Print-lithograph, 23 x 37"

CA Conrad
“Ant Cartography”
(Soma)tic Poetry Rituals
Friday, February 28, 2014
somaticpoetryexercises.blog
spot.com
"The cooperative kingdom of
ants has always fascinated
and frightened me much the
way obedient men and women
are when god and country
are their foremost concerns.
I never envy the ant carrying
his seed into the underground
food stores, programmed to
question nothing…"

Guerrilla Girls
Do Women Have To Be Naked To
Get Into the Met. Museum?, 1989
Screenprint on paper,
280 x 710 mm

Andrea Fraser
"Interview with Andrea Fraser"
Art Practical, 2012

Lisa Robertson
Cinema of the Present
Coach House Books, 2014
“What is a pronoun but a
metaphor?”

“Am I going to take this only
as ironic, as another performance of cynicism, only as
negative and defensive, or am
I going to see through what
all of this is and recognize
that there’s more at stake
here? For me, that’s the most
important moment in the
performance. It’s when I’m
not going to not be performing anymore and I’m standing
there saying, “Here I am.
This is what matters to me
about being here.” That becomes
a moment of, I wouldn’t say
redemption exactly, but something beyond the scorched earth.”

Emory Douglas
I Gerald Ford Am the 38th Puppet
of the United States, 1974
Archival pigment print, 22 × 28"

Found object, Death Valley

Martha Scotford
"Is there a Canon of
Graphic Design History?"
AIGA Design Journal, 1991
“A canon creates heroes,
superstars, and iconographies. In singling out
individual designers and
works, we may lose sight of
the range of communication,
expression, concepts, techniques, and formats that
make up the wealth of
graphic design history."
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Benedetta Crippa
Things I Had No Words For
Depatriarchise Design, 2017

Lorraine Wild, David Karen
“Agency and Urgency:
The Medium and Its Message”
Hippie Modernism:
The Struggle for Utopia
Edited by Andrew Blauvelt,
Ross Elfline
Walker Art Center, 2015

Found objects, Death Valley

“I see a direct correlation
between the construction of
visual hierarchies and the
construction of hierarchies
between people. I would suggest that a feminist design
practice must ultimately
be concerned with disrupting
such hierarchies and celebrate
multiple visual expressions
as carriers of the meaning
of a plurality of stories.”

“The message could not be
separated from the medium:
the link between the politics
of the message and the rough,
improvised nature of the
design looked like propaganda
and was rejected as such by
those who were not likely to
be swayed by its content, let
alone its form. The compositional density of many such
designs was a visual metaphor
for the noise of protest, the
cacophony of the free concert,
the accumulation of voices,
and the riotous results…”
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Archivist’s Research
Familiar Forms, 2017
Color video, 00:30 min

The capitalist patriarchy pervades our lives
completely, shaping our relationship to
everything, even our own bodies. How might
we give form to its destructive ideologies
so that we can begin to talk about them?
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Archivist’s Research
Graphic Design Biennial, 2017
Co-curator

If graphic design graduate students wrote
a letter to America, what would it say? What
questions would we ask? What concerns would
we voice? How would we address our discipline’s
relationship to politics? What commitments
would we make?
These were the questions I asked my peers,
before drafting the curatorial statement for
our Biennial, “To Whom it May Concern.” To
generate part of the statement, I proposed
that we write a collective letter to America
in response to the political present. I asked
my studiomates to contribute one or more
lines of the letter and then edited the text.
The fragmented letter, which was paired with
a more traditional curatorial statement, was
meant to create conditions for complexity,
contradiction, and diverse perspectives.

The identity for the Biennial was designed by Nick Adam,
Drew Litowitz, Marie Otsuka, Cara Buzzell, and Minryung Son
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Fragments of the curatorial statement rotated sequentially
on the exhibition website, towhomitmayconcern.risd.gd
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Archivist’s Research
Design in Action, 2017
Event planner

In an effort to generate hope and inspire
a culture of activism within the graphic
design community, a group of grads and
undergrads brought faculty members together
for a panel discussion on March 22, 2017.
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Archivist’s Research in collaboration
with Carson Evans and Angela Lorenzo
Madonna, 2017
Performance, RISD Museum

What is the relationship between the female
“subjects” represented in the European
collection and female subjugation? How can
we use the predominantly male art canon
as a platform to “publish” the female voice?
In what ways does female labor support
female subjectivity?
These questions were among those addressed
in Madonna, a 10-minute performance piece
in the RISD Museum.
The performance was staged in the recessed
area of the RISD Museum’s Intermission
Exhibition. The space featured several depictions of the Madonna and packaged works on
pallets. During the performance, one performer
stood still, as a statue. A row of velvet
stanchions separated “the stage” from museumgoers (the audience). Behind the statueperformer, was a moving cart with packing
material, ropes, and blue moving blankets.
At the other end of the gallery, two art
handlers sat on a bench, taking a break from
their work. When they stepped behind the
stanchions, the art handlers proceeded to
wrap the statue-performer for transport. The
statue-performer was unmoving and mute. In

contrast, the art handlers moved quickly,
making the labor of their work plainly
visible; at times, they audibly sighed or
grumbled in frustration. They wrapped a blue
moving blanket around the statue-performer’s
head and shoulders, referencing Madonna’s
blue cape in Crucifixion (ca. 1490) and
Madonna and Child (1353). When the art
handlers finished wrapping the statue-performer,
they retrieved clipboards and examined the
quality of their work, checking off a list
of supposed tasks. As they checked off each
task, they took turns reading lines of “Q&A
Insurance,” a poem by Alicia Ostriker.
After reading “Q and A: Insurance” the performers added a barcode and label to the
blanket of the statue-performer. The label
revealed the name of the performance while
also visually reinforcing the idea that the
performer-sculpture was part of the RISD
Museum’s collection.
The art handlers then broke the fourth wall,
stepping out from behind the stanchions. As
they exited the space, they handed their
clipboards with the poem to audience members,
saying “It’s your shift now."
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Archivist’s Research
An Abridged History of Charitable
Women, 2017
Performance, RISD Museum

Upon entering RISD Museum’s Intermission
exhibition, visitors found a performer reading in a beach chair in front of the painting
Charity (ca. 1550). The performer wore sunglasses and a “Please Do Not Touch” sign
on her shirt. The label on the beer bottle
perched by her side read “Coping with the
present” and an unassuming sign invited
visitors to help themselves to condoms and
postcards. When visitors approached the
performer, she picked up a book bearing the
title An Abridged History of Charitable
Women and began reading a self-authored
poem about female subjectivity.

Viewers were encouraged to take postcards,
which featured reproductions of Charity and
included instructions for how to insert an IUD.
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Archivist’s Research
Museum Residency, 2017
Performance, RISD Museum

In spring 2017, the Institute fo? Contempo?a?y
Inqui?y hosted “Open Inquiry Hours” in the
RISD Museum’s Intermission exhibition. When
visitors entered the exhibition, they encountered a projection of a film on the large
window screen in the corner of the gallery;
a person licking a reproduction of Portrait
of a Lady of the Hampden Family (ca. 1610) on
the floor; and a person dancing with a mirror.
A third performer, playing the role of the
museum curator (Susan), introduced the event
to the audience, explaining that it was part
of the Institute’s ongoing Museum residency.
“In the spirit of Andy Warhol, researchers
from the Institute have been busy raiding the
mind of the RISD Museum,” Susan explained,
“Their work concerns taste — how we determine
what we collect and what we discard. Their

preliminary findings suggest that the works
in this room, and those left out of it, function like mirrors, reflecting a particular
way of thinking back to us.”
The first lines of “Raid the Icebox” (a song
that was originally performed at the opening
reception of Raid the Icebox I with Andy
Warhol) had been etched into the surface of
the mirror: “The immortal souls that were
left behind  
/  
could be the mirrors of your mind.”
The projected film featured a cake with
a sugar-printed reproduction of Still Life
with Figure (ca. 1610–ca.1670) on its surface.
During the film, someone’s hand breaks the
surface of the cake-painting and massages it.
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Archivist’s Research
“Scraps from the Rabbit Hole:
Reflections on the Problem
of the Canon and the Role
of the Critical Designer,”
v.1, 2016

In the same way that a soil profile tells us
a layered ecological and geological history
of a landscape, the canon reveals a long and
layered history of power and hierarchy within our culture. What we choose not to include
tells us just as much about the discipline
and its history as what we choose to include.
The canon acts as a mirror for a culturally
constructed mode of thinking. The longer we
look into it, the more blemishes we find.
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Archivist’s Research
Introduction to Graphic Design, 2018
Syllabus

On the first day of Wintersession, I told
the students taking my Introduction to
Graphic Design course that they would be
asked to look closely, ask questions, and
develop a framework for thinking critically
about design.
In addition to learning the fundamentals of
form and typography, I wanted my students
to think about design in relation to power.
I wanted them to be able to imagine a history
of design outside of the familiar white, male
canon. And, most importantly, I wanted them
to think about how they might use design to
reimagine the future. These are central
tenets, not only of my teaching philosophy,

but also my practice. In the political present, it’s never been more important to equip
students with the tools to think and make
critically and responsibly.
The main projects I assigned during Wintersession
used the RISD Museum’s collection as a point
of reference and departure. “Locating” the
class in the Museum had several advantages.
Not only did it allow students to familiarize
themselves with one of the many remarkable
resources that they have access to as a RISD
student — it also allowed them to think of
themselves as design-curators who have the
awesome responsibility of shaping meaning
through their work.
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Archivist’s Research
If you see a blank billboard
on the side of the freeway,
by all means, rest there., 2018
Video, 10:00:00 min.

If you see a blank billboard on the side
of the freeway, by all means, rest there
is a 10-hour long, blank video that I posted
on YouTube in an attempt to slow down the
flood of content on social platforms and
create a poetic visual oasis.
Less than three hours after it was published,
it was flagged for review, removed from the
platform, and a “strike” was applied to my
YouTube account.
I appealed the strike and the video was ultimately reposted, but the exchange with YouTube
and the language used to describe the logic
behind the removal was provoking and left me
with a number of questions:

Who determines what content is “untargeted,
unwanted, and repetitive?” If a video is not
likely to generate capital, is that enough
to warrant removal?
Are small amounts of “untargeted, unwanted,
and repetitive” content permissible?
Does competition constitute spam?
Does the use of the word “untargeted” assume
that there is no public for the content?
If a title is poetic rather than descriptive,
is that necessarily misleading?
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Archivist’s Research
“Surfaces of Protest”
Full Bleed, 2017

The origin of the word protest derives from
a number of verbs, including the French verb
protester: to commit oneself.
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Archivist’s Research
Tips for Women who Work
with Men / Case Studies
for Thriving, 2016 – Present
Inkjet prints,
dimensions variable

What are the new case studies for female
autonomy? How can we thrive within an
architecture that wasn’t designed for us?
The architecture of the present supports
a familiar way of thinking and moving through
the world, facilitating the movement of a few
at the expense of the many. We accept this
architecture as if it were natural. But there
is nothing natural about a system that profits
from our precarity.
Every crack in the pavement of the present
invites us to imagine a different kind of
future. Every weed rising skywards points
towards new possibilities for thriving.
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Nobody has ever lived without daydreams,
but it is a question of knowing them
deeper and deeper and in this way keeping
them trained unerringly, usefully, on what
is right… Let the daydreams grow really
fuller, that is, clearer, less random,
more familiar, more clearly understood and
more mediated with the course of things.
So that the wheat which is trying to ripen
can be encouraged to grow and be harvested.
— Ernst Bloch, The Principle of Hope, 1954

“[Design speculations] usually take the
form of scenarios, often starting with
a what-if question, and are intended to
open up spaces of debate and discussion;
therefore, they are by necessity provocative, intentionally simplified, and
fictional. Their fictional nature requires
viewers to suspend their disbelief and
allow their imaginations to wander, to
momentarily forget how things are, and
wonder about how things could be.”
— Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby, Speculative
Everything, 2013

But what could be more unexpected and
stunning than to find out that we will
have been taking our future into our own
hands? And that we will have wrestled
it back from the control of capitalist
realism, which for so long has told us
that we could imagine everything but
a future that is different from our
present? That has left us with endless
choices but no options?
— Hito Steyerl, “Future Perfect,” The Way
of the Shovel: On the Archaeological
Imaginary in Art, 2013
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Notes on Critical Optimism and Self-definition:

Like the mountain ranges that border them on every side, the
Eureka Dunes tower above me. But unlike mountains, the dunes
are unfixed — their topography is reimagined with every new
gust of wind. Standing within the expansive network of dunes,
a harsh rush of wind and sand forces me to shut my eyes for
several minutes. I stand still. I am being pummeled by sand.
And yet, I feel a thread of inexplicable excitement. I’m
aware that when I open my eyes, the shape of the dunes will
have shifted, even if that shift is barely noticeable. By
extension, I have the image of what the dunes looked like
before I closed my eyes and what they could look like when
I open my eyes. And it is in this precise moment of uncertainty, in which I can actively imagine a different kind of
future, that I encounter a euphoric feeling of possibility.
In the wake of the 2016 Presidential Election, critical
optimism has become the primary compass for my practice.
I think of optimism as a productive form of criticism —
an exercise in considering what is missing in the political
present and imagining what a better future or, preferably,
futures, could look like. What matters most to me is not
actualizing a particular utopian vision but creating the
imaginative space that makes positive change and informed
action possible.
View-Through — a collaboration between 110 students incarcerated
in Florida Correctional Institutions in Miami-Dade County,
the nonprofits O, Miami and Exchange for Change, and artist
Julia Weist — puts critical optimism into action. In March
2017, more than 2,000 community members in South Florida
searched for six poems written by the students, which had
been published on the websites of 25 partner organizations.
Their synchronized, strategic internet searching succeeded
in altering search predictions so that whenever anyone subsequently searched for the phrase “Miami inmate,” one of the
students poems would be “published” as the highest ranking
search result:

Miami inmates are sunbathing underwater
Miami inmates are what becomes of the chicken before
I fry it up
Miami inmates are a device used to tell time

Miami inmates are light of the world, bone of men
Miami inmates are items of furniture for frightened
people to lie down and rest upon
Miami inmates are believing in the unseen

The project is a linguistic intervention that gives incarcerated students the opportunity to disrupt the stereotypical
ways in which their fellow citizens think about them. It turns
online search engines into radical publishing platforms for
a series of poetic performances — performances in which the
students write the scripts for a more empathetic future in
which they will be better understood.
In considering the relationship between hope, criticality,
and performance, I have found additional thought-partnership
in the late theorist José Esteban Muñoz. For Muñoz, hope
is “both a critical affect and a methodology.” In Cruising
Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, he writes that
it is essential to have the critical space to imagine and
perform the “should be” of utopia, which stands against
“capitalism’s ever expanding and exhausting force field of
how things ‘are and will be.’”
In Cruising Utopia, Muñoz doesn’t explicitly identify the
novel as a potential site for utopian performativity but it
is that site, and, more specifically, Chris Kraus’s epistolary novel, I Love Dick, that has given me the critical space
to imagine the “should be” of self-actualization.
Part-fiction, part-memoir, the novel reveals Kraus’s psychosexual obsession with a media theorist named “Dick.” The
story is told primarily through Kraus’s letters to Dick,
which offer a brutal and unforgiving window into the nature
of female subjectivity in a patriarchal society, detailing
the ways in which a woman can and does participate in her
own subjugation.
While the book is deeply critical and impossibly sad, it
is also sometimes hilarious, and, ultimately, hopeful. The
novel ends with the narrator recognizing the role she has
unconsciously played in her own subjugation and liberating
herself, if only momentarily, from the psychological constraints of patriarchal thinking. In her introduction to
I Love Dick, the poet Eileen Myles writes, “If it’s entirely
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his world, if that’s the consciously acknowledged starting
position, then isn’t I Love Dick a kind of ecstatic mockery,
performed in front of a society of executioners.”
A performance is only meaningful insofar as there is something at stake for the actor. Kraus’s performance is not for
the hostile audience. It’s for herself. In one of her letters
to Dick, Kraus writes:

Writing to you seems like some holy cause, cause there’s
not enough female irrepressibility written down. I’ve
fused my silence and repression with the entire female
gender’s silence and repression. I think the sheer fact
of women talking, being, paradoxical, inexplicable, flip,
self-destructive but above all else public is the most
revolutionary thing in the world.

In creating an archive of letters documenting her experience
and feelings as a female-identifying person, Kraus creates
a critical space between herself and her thinking. It’s as
though she can watch herself perform across the page — an actor
in the patriarchy — and develop the self-awareness to re-write
her own script.
The book, then, is for Kraus. “I’m doing it,” she writes,
“to save my life.” But it is also for female-identifying
readers like me, who like Kraus, don’t want to perform the
tired lines that society expects of us and are actively
seeking alternative ways of moving across the stage.
When I perform, and I use the term broadly to include art,
curation, design, and writing — I think of it as a form of
optimistic research — a means of creating ideal conditions
for critical thinking, self-awareness, and informed action.
Each performance becomes its own unique exercise in imagining the kind, generous futures that will have existed after
the “white supremacist capitalist patriarchy.”1
— Archivist

1

hooks, bell. Feminism Is for Everybody: Passionate Politics. Cambridge,
MA: South End Press, 2000.
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Kelly Dobson
ScreamBody Energy Flow
Diagram, 1998-2004
Anthony Dunne, Fiona Raby
Speculative Everything:
Design, Fiction, and
Social Dreaming
The MIT Press, 2013
“Design speculations can act
as a catalyst for collectively
redefining our relationship
to reality.”

Found object, Death Valley
Tanya Bruguera
Ed. by Walead Beshty
"Reflections on Arte Útil"
Ethics: Documents of
Contemporary Art
Whitechapel Gallery, 2015
“Art is living the future in
the present.” — Tanya Bruguera

“ScreamBody is the first
of the series of Wearable
Body Organs. ScreamBody is
a portable space for screaming. When a user needs to
scream but is in any number
of situations where it is
just not permitted, ScreamBody
silences the user’s screams
so they may feel free to
vocalize without fear of
environmental retaliation,
and at the same time records
the scream for later release
where, when, and how the
user chooses.”
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Marcia Sadowski
Lyrics for the song "Raid
the Icebox," 1970
José Esteban Muñoz
Cruising Utopia: The Then
and There of Queer Futurity
NYU Press, 2009
“The here and now is a prison
house. We must strive, in the
face of the here and now’s
totalising rendering of reality, to think and feel a then
and there. Some will say that
all we have are the pleasures
of this moment, but we must
never settle for that minimal
transport; we must dream and
enact new and better pleasures, other ways of being in
the world, and ultimately
new worlds.”

"The immortal souls that
were left behind  /  could be
the mirrors of your mind."

A.K. Burns
Shabby but Thriving, 2017
Installation, dimensions
variable

Hito Steyerl
Edited by Dieter Roelstraete
“Future Perfect”
The Way of the Shovel: On the
Archaeological Imaginary in Art
The University of Chicago
Press, 2013

“The French future perfect
is used to describe an event
or action that will have
happened in the future...we
tend to forget that we are —
at least in theory — able to
make this future. This means
that we better start thinking today about how we want
to design the layers of our
future history.” —Hito Steyerl

bell hooks
Teaching to Transgress:
Education as the Practice
of Freedom
Routledge, 1994
“I found a place of sanctuary
in ‘theorizing,’ in making
sense out of what was happening. I found a place where
I could imagine possible
futures, a place where life
could be lived differently.”

110 students incarcerated
in Florida Correctional
Institutions in Miami-Dade
County, the nonprofits O,
Miami and Exchange for Change,
and artist Julia Weist
View-Through, 2017
Web-based publishing project

Ernst Bloch
The Principle of Hope
The MIT Press, 1995/1954
“It is a question of learning hope. Its work does not
renounce, it is in love with
success rather than failure.
Hope, superior to fear,
is neither passive like the
latter, nor locked into
nothingness. The emotion of
hope goes out of itself,
makes people broad instead
of confining them...”
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Jon Sueda
All Possible Futures
Bedford Press, 2014
“This more elastic sense
of the real is speculative
work’s great gift to us,
since it reminds us that
reality, at least social
reality, is a construct —
a construct in which design
participates.”

Archivist’s Research
Newsstand, 2017
Inkjet on paper, 11 x 17"

Perhaps reinventing the news means creating
the conditions in which new things, new
ideas, new politics, and new kinds of social
interactions can be practiced.

Newspaper questions include:

During a time of political crisis and heightened divisiveness, how might the newsstand
become a place, not for consuming (news,
candy, and cigarettes), but for generating
news, conversation, and empathy?

If you were running for office, what would
be your platform?

This newspaper was designed to facilitate
deep listening between two strangers. The
first person asks the second person a series
of questions, filling out the newspaper with
the first person’s answers. Then, the two
partners switch. When both sides of the newspapers are filled out, it is ready for
publication. Any passersby is free to pick
up the paper. Should they do so, they
will have the unique opportunity to understand
the world through the eyes of two people who
they don’t know and may never meet.

What do you consider your responsibilities
as a citizen?

How do you think your past experiences have
shaped your political positions today?

What troubles you most about the political
present? Why?

What makes you hopeful about the future?
The one issue no one in Washington seems
to be talking about is:
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Archivist’s Research
Institute Publication, 2017
Book, 24 pp., 8 x 10"

The Institute fo? Contempo?a?y Inqui?y’s
first publication records observations and
questions about the desert.
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Archivist’s Research in collaboration
with Angela Lorenzo
Lost&
An archive of future artifacts, 2017
Exhibition curation, design, identity,
website, and programming,
dimensions variable

In fall 2017, Angela Lorenzo and I asked
artists across departments at RISD and writers in Brown University’s Literary Arts
department to consider what is missing in the
political now and to imagine what it might
mean to encounter those things in the future.
Lost&, an archive of future artifacts, opened
in Gelman Gallery on October 12. Over 300
visitors moved through the space over the
course of two hours, many lingering to watch
one of three rotating live performances.
In her essay, “Reflections on Arte Útil,”
Tania Bruguera writes, “art is living the
future in the present.” When Angela and I
initially began working on Lost& the previous
spring, we challenged ourselves to reimagine
what a gallery could do. How could our exhibition create space for a new political imagination? And how could it do so while leaving
room for artists, writers, and visitors to
imagine the utopian future differently? How
could we resist the temptation of curating
a polite or aesthetically cohesive collection of works and instead, leave room for
all things eclectic and diverse — as is befitting of a lost-and-found? How could the space

function as a bridge between a student
gallery and the RISD Museum? How could it
bring together students across, not just
departments, but universities? How could it
be a space of engagement — in which visitors
not only looked, but also listened, touched,
and participated? We worked with a graduate
student in sculpture to create a reading,
meeting, and performance space within the
exhibition and prioritized programming that
would disrupt the familiar, static space
we often encounter in a gallery — ranging
from performative meals to poetry readings
to conversations with the curators at the
RISD museum.
In his book, Cruising Utopia: The Then and
There of Queer Futurity, José Esteban Muñoz
writes, “It is essential to have the critical
space to imagine and perform the “should be”
of utopia, which stands “...against capitalism’s ever expanding and exhausting force
field of how things ‘are and will be.’ During
Lost&, we thought about the “critical space”
in the broadest sense of the phrase — attempting to create conditions for optimism across
every surface we designed.
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lostand.info provided prospective visitors with basic information
about the exhibition and programming.

A simple promotional gif reinforced the
overarching concept of the exhibition.
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Promotional postcards were displayed in two stacks,
forming the phrase “optimism is critical”

Carson Evans, MFA Graphic Design 2018, performs Object! Agency! at the exhibition opening.
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Lost& posters were designed to engage with corners to emphasize the
unlikely but important connection between optimism and criticality.

Waxing (Offline Melting Form) by Brian Oakes, BFA sculpture 2018
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To activate the exhibition space, we planned
a series of programs, ranging from a participatory
performance to a literary reading.

Visitors engage with Intellectualizing a Spiritual Problem, an interactive installation
by Dove Drury Hornbuckle, MFA Ceramics 2018, at the exhibition opening.
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Visitors sit in Nautical Survival Suite by Cory Lund, MFA Sculpture 2018.

The exhibition catalogue featured the curatorial
statement, a description of each future artifact,
and the writing of four graduate students from
Brown University’s Literary Arts program.
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Above: Autotopography #1 (Pienso en Ti) by Gina Gwen Palacios, MFA Painting 2018
Right: Elijah’s Church Marquee by Nathan Miller, MFA Photography 2017
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Above: Wrists (performance) by Sophi Gullbrants, BFA Illustration 2018
Right: Wrists (post-performance) by Sophi Gullbrants, BFA Illustration 2018
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Above: Gallery entrance
Right: Angela removes the vinyl curatorial statement.
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Archivist’s Research
in collaboration with Alicia Oas
Library for the Future,
2017 — Present
Installation, website,
dimensions variable

What does a feminist library look like in
2017? What books and resources are feminists
turning to for thought-partnership? What books
have yet to be written? How might a collection of feminist texts help us imagine a kind,
generous future?
libraryforthefuture.org is an interactive
space for feminist thought-partnership and
resource-sharing. It archives a growing
list of books that have informed readers’
relationships to feminism — and is designed
to change over time in response to visitors'
book requests.

Library for the Future originally took
the form of a sculptural installation in
a gallery setting. In the wake of the 2016
Presidential Election, we asked femaleidentifying artists at Rhode Island School
of Design what books had informed their
relationships to feminism and created the
initial collection based on their responses.
The shape of the library was designed to
change over time in response to visitor
requests. What began as a literary portrait
of artists in an exhibition persists as
a malleable online platform for sharing
resources and conversation — a catalyst for
new thinking.

What does a feminist library look like in
2017? What books and resources are feminists
turning to for thought-partnership? What books
have yet to be written? How might a collection of feminist texts help us imagine a kind,
generous future?
libraryforthefuture.org is an interactive
space for feminist thought-partnership and
resource-sharing. It archives a growing
list of books that have informed readers’
relationships to feminism — and is designed
to change over time in response to visitors'
book requests.

Library for the Future originally took
the form of a sculptural installation in
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Alicia prepared a series of dyes for the library’s fabric shelves.
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These book requests were among many of those
that gallery visitors submitted during the exhibition.
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libraryforthefuture.org
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As far as I was concerned the world ended
in the late nineteenth century. I dared
go no further than that, although in fact
the whole history of architecture and
civilization of the bourgeois age, the
subject of my research, pointed in the
direction of the catastrophic events
already casting their shadows before them
at the time. I did not read newspapers
because, as I now know, I feared unwelcome
revelations, I turned on the radio only
at certain hours of the day, I was always
refining my defensive reactions, creating
a kind of quarantine or immune system
which, as I maintained my existence in
a smaller and smaller space, protected
me from anything that could be connected
in any way, however distant, with my own
early history.”
— W. G. Sebald, Austerlitz, 2001

He who seeks to approach his own buried
past must conduct himself like a man
digging. Above all, he must not be afraid
to return again and again to the same
matter; to scatter it as one scatters
earth, to turn it over as one turns over
soil. For the “matter itself” is no more
than the strata which yield those images
that, severed from all earlier associations, reside as treasure in the sober
rooms of our later insights.”
— Walter Benjamin, “Excavation and
Memory,” 1932
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Notes on Memory, Inheritance, and Hope:

It’s strange to consider that I am more familiar and attached
to the desert landscape than the Eastern European landscapes
where my grandparents grew up. A few months ago, I said as
much to my dad as we were hiking in Northern California,
where I grew up, and he agreed. He was about to turn 65 and
had lived in the United States since he was one year old. And
yet the mundane process of applying for Medicare had forced
him to consider his placelessness.
All of my grandparents were Holocaust survivors. My paternal
grandparents were childhood sweethearts. When the war started,
my paternal grandfather, Ernest, was sent to Hungarian labor
camps, and later, Dachau — and my paternal grandmother, Terez,
was sent to Auschwitz. Against all odds, they reunited in
Sweden after the war, where my dad was born. They moved to
the United States one year later. My dad doesn’t have a birth
certificate. In Sweden, he was considered a war refugee. In
the United States, he had always assumed that he had been
naturalized and, until applying for Medicare, had never been
required to prove it. While he was ultimately able to do so,
I could tell that the process had troubled him. He isn’t from
here exactly and yet he doesn’t belong anywhere else either.
When I was younger, I used to cringe when anyone asked Terez
where she grew up. Her response, in her thick accent, was
always the same: “Auschwitz.”
Was I not an active, albeit reluctant, archivist then?
Receiving this single, haunting word, and quickly tucking
it into the most remote shelves of my young mind? Today,
I can appreciate Terez’s honest response in way that
I couldn’t as a child. What else could she have possibly
have said? In Survival in Auschwitz, Primo Levi writes:

The need to tell our story to ‘the rest,’ to make ‘the
rest’ participate in it, had taken on for us, before our
liberation and after, the character of an immediate and
violent impulse, to the point of competing with our other
elementary needs. This book has been written to satisfy
this need: first and foremost, therefore, as an interior

liberation… It has not been written in order to formulate
new accusations; it should be able, rather, to furnish
documentation for a quiet study of “certain aspects of
the human mind.

I have to think that Terez’s directness reflected a desperate
need for interior liberation and also an ethical imperative.
Most of her immediate family didn’t survive Auschwitz to
share their experiences. She was offering us a mirror, reflecting “certain aspects of the human mind” back to us, so that
we wouldn’t forget the terrible logic the mind is capable
of constructing.
My maternal grandparents met in Dachau. A few months ago, my
mom found a psychiatrist’s report on my maternal grandmother,
Anna, which describes some of the experiences she had in Dachau.
My mom was hesitant to send the report to me, and after reading it, I understood why. It was the most unforgiving mirror,
cataloguing the Nazis’ horrific physical and psychological
abuse of a child. I will never be able to forget what it
reflected back to me.
I would prefer to be able to say I’m from California, without
thinking about all the other places that I’m from. I have
yet to visit Auschwitz and Dachau and have never stepped
foot in Eastern Europe. I can’t even imagine what that region
looks like. And yet, more and more, I understand that the
experiences that my grandparents had in Dachau and Auschwitz
have profoundly shaped the way I engage with the world. They
spoke very little about their past but on those rare occasions in which they did speak about it, I recall every last,
unforgiving detail.
All these years, I’ve never been able to shed those memories.
I’ve carried them to every new place I move, unsure of what
to do with them, never sharing them, never looking too closely
at them — fearful, I suppose, of feeling too strongly.
It’s no accident that my impulse to look more closely at my
family’s history has coincided with the rise of xenophobia
and nationalism in the United States and Europe. With my
family’s past as a point of reference, the present looks familiar and deeply troubling. I feel a new obligation to tend to
my family’s archive and preserve it as a reminder.
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It is only through working with the Institute and its varied
collection — by accepting, questioning, and performing the role
of the archivist — that I’ve developed the courage to examine
the past, and, simultaneously, to begin feeling into a future
beyond it. I can’t say exactly why this is the case. It is
as if the Institute has become an oasis in a landscape of
familiar thinking; a space within space that can’t easily
be pinned down; an institution within The Institution, but
without the latter’s rules and politics and expectations.
It is a network of psychic locations from which I can move
and think and feel more freely — where I can sort through all
of the disparate experiences and materials that I’ve accumulated over the course of the last 31 years, and see myself
clearly, as if for the first time. In the end, the work
I do for the Institute isn’t for anyone but myself. It is
my practice. The sorrow I feel, in relation to my family’s
past, hasn’t dissipated through this work, but alongside it,
there is now a fierce, unyielding, and stubborn species
of hopefulness.
— Archivist
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Weiss Archive
My father’s only proof
of citizenship, 1953
Identification card, 3 x 2"

Weiss Archive
The back of a recipe
for my Aunt Lili’s Cake, N/A
Recipe card, 5 x 3"

Weiss Archive
My great aunt Yolanda, who
did not survive Auschwitz, N/A
Family photograph, 10 x 8"

Weiss Archive
My paternal grandmother,
Terez, ~1946
Family photograph, 2 x 3"

Weiss Archive
My paternal grandmother,
Terez, and her sister
Lili; both were adopted
by a Swedish woman after
the war, ~1946
Family photograph, 2 x 3"

Weiss Archive
U.S. Military certificate,
verifying my grandfather’s
status as an “ex-inmate”
of Dachau, 1945
Certificate, 8 x 11"
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Stender Archive
A group of survivors,
including my maternal
grandparents, Anna and
Morton (center), standing
on the ruins of Hitler’s
Bunker, 1947
Family photograph, 4 x 3"

Stender Archive
Immigration certificate
for Anna, my maternal
grandmother, 1947
Certificate, 8.5 x 5"

Stender Archive
Embarkation card for Anna, my
maternal grandmother, 1947
Embarkation card, 5 x 3"
Stender Archive
Immigration pin, 1947
Pin, 1.5 x 1.5"

Stender Archive
Anna Stender
“Dachau,” 1957
Paper, 8.5 x 11"
"You still have a future /
even with such a past"
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Stender Archive
Anna, my maternal grandmother,
after the war, ~1945-7
Family photograph, 3.5 x 5.5"

Tacita Dean
Floh

Walid Raad
Let’s be honest, the
weather helped, 1998/2006
Inkjet print, 18.25 x 28.25"

Steidl Press, 2001

Joanna Zylinska
Nonhuman Photography
MIT Press, 2017
			
“Could being trapped in and
by the archive be seen as
a state of possibility, not
an impasse, one of that inevitably requires some physical
and conceptual readjustment,
a movement with and within?”

W. G. Sebald

Austerlitz
Random House, 2001
“I was always refining my
defensive reactions, creating a kind of quarantine
or immune system which, as
I maintained my existence
in a smaller and smaller
space, protected me from
anything that could be
connected in any way, however distant, with my own
early history.”

Dieter Roelstraete
The Way of the Shovel: On the
Archaeological Imaginary in Art
The University of Chicago
Press, 2013
“It is one of the defining
ironies of our time that the
one sector of culture most
commonly associated with
looking forward should appear
so consumed by a passion for
looking not just the proverbial other way but in the
opposite direction-backward.”
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Hal Foster
Bad New Days: Art,
Criticism, Emergency
Verso, 2015
“The art at issue here is
archival in a few senses.
First, it not only draws on
informal archives but also
produces them, and does so
in a way that underscores
the hybrid condition of
such materials as found and
constructed, factual and
fictive, public and private.”

Found objects, Death Valley
Sherry Turkle
Evocative Objects:
Things We Think With
MIT Press, 2007
“When something is literally
unspeakable...you don’t even
feel permitted to think about
it. Or I didn’t.”

Primo Levi
Survival in Auschwitz
Simon and Schuster, 1996/1947
“It has not been written in
order to formulate new accusations; it should be able,
rather, to furnish documentation for a quiet study of
certain aspects of the
human mind.”
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Archivist’s Research
Fifteen Ways to Forget, 2017
Color video, 02:15 min.,
inkjet on paper,
dimensions variable

Fifteen Ways to Forget is a photographic
and poetic exploration of the relationship
between memory and the built environment.
In October 2016, Salzburger Vorstadt 15,
the house where Hitler was born, became
a site of new controversy. In an effort to
prevent neo-Nazis from treating the site
as a pilgrimage destination, the Viennese
government proposed either demolishing
the building or “architecturally rearranging” it so that it would no longer
be recognizable.
Pairing photographic collages with text,
I proposed 15 imagined architectural
arrangements for Salzburger Vorstadt 15.
Each photographic collage physically
manipulated a google image of Salzburger
Vorstadt 15, rendering the building’s
original structure unrecognizable while
also making the labor of erasure — or the
act of rearranging — plainly visible. Every
new arrangement becomes a mirror, reflecting the labor of erasure back to us.

Fifteen Ways to Forget, Film still
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When we consider that everything about the war had to do
with the act of erasure.

When the assumption is that everything will feel more
comfortable. When I am uncomfortable with this.
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When we can’t rearrange the past. But there is always
a compelling reason to try.

When I consider that the building and I are both vestiges
of the same terrible erasure. When the memories occupy us.
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When the part that remains only points to what is missing.

When the new arrangement becomes a mirror, reflecting the
labor of erasure back to us.
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When what we struggle to make unrecognizable only reminds
us of our struggle.

When we call the space a void because we prefer not think
of it as a space. When we become the architects of our own
forgetfulness.
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When the labor of forgetting creates a conspicuous frame.

When a startling transparency emerges in its absence — the kind
of nothingness that communicates everything.
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When the erasure becomes an addition rather than a subtraction.
An accumulation of labor.

When it’s the kind of mess that deserves to clutter the mind
with questions. When the impulse to clean up arises and we
would do well to interrogate it.
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When the weight of remembering feels unbearable and the
argument for forgetting remains unforgivable.

When nothing goes away. When everything persists.
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When the rearrangement is successful insofar as it
contorts everything.
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331  CONVERSATION

They dug each other’s references and felt
smarter in each other’s presence.
— Chris Kraus, I Love Dick, 1997

when public
toilet seat is
warm from
previous ass do you
become comforted
or leap off
in fear?
— CA Conrad, Ecodeviance: (Soma)tics
for the Future Wilderness, 2014
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Notes on Conversation:

If you spend enough time in the Eureka Dunes, you may hear
the sound of an avalanche on the steepest face of the highest
dune. It will be a base note. An organ pipe. A drone of
something scientists don’t yet understand. It will appear
and disappear like a ghost — the fleeting echo of an intimate
conversation between wind and sand.
In any meaningful exchange, we give up some part of ourselves
and receive something in return. The root of the word change,
which derives from the Anglo-Norman and Middle French verb
changer, means to alter, modify, or transform. And indeed,
meaningful conversation is transformative. It creates the
conditions necessary for us to alter our thinking and links
us to what the anthropologist Gregory Bateson beautifully
refers to as “the contemporary ecology of ideas,”1 a boundless network of thinking, and I would add, feeling, that is
humanity’s greatest and only hope for survival.
As an archivist, it is tempting to think of oneself as an
eavesdropper. But the opposite is true. I quite literally
have my hands in the conversation — and, if only in the most
microscopic way, play an active role in shaping it.
— Archivist

1

Bateson, Gregory. Steps to an Ecology of Mind. New York: Ballantine
Books, 1972.
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Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Moons Between Lovers is just
that — an exchange of over 200
“moons,” via text, with my
partner, Travis, that began
in September 2017.
The conversation ramified
from another meaningful
conversation with my friend
Emma Wippermann, which
involved an exchange of
images of the actual moon.
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Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Found object, Death Valley
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Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text
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Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text
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Travis Morehead
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Melissa Weiss
Moons Between Lovers,
2017-present,
Image via text

Archivist’s Research
Conversations Between Books, 2018
Inkjet on paper, 30 x 21"

These photographs offer a record of my unofficial residency at Brown University’s library,
in which I gathered a large collection of
books and used them to generate poems that
reflect my politics and preoccupations.
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Archivist’s Research
with Andrew Martinez
Between Archivists, 2017

In February 2018, I met with Andrew
Martinez, RISD’s archivist, to discuss
our mutual interest in archives.
Melissa Weiss
The idea of treating my thesis as an archive is new. I’ve
been working with the Institute fo? Contempo?a?y Inqui?y
for the last two years and when I started to consider how
to identify my relationship to the Institute, an archivist
seemed to make the most sense. But with so little background
in archives, I want to better understand how they actually
work and what it would mean to position my thesis as one.
Part of my interest in talking with you is finding out
more about what you do and how you think about your work.

Andrew Martinez
Well, I came at archives a weird way. To be an archivist
now you need a graduate degree in library science but when
I came into the field, it was more open. My degree is in
the history of art and I took a job at the Art Institute of
Chicago. The woman who was an archivist there was an English
major. And actually, the person I replaced was John Smith,
RISD’s Museum Director; he has B.A. in English so, he got
into the field the same way I did. The archivist at the Art
Institute of Chicago hired me because she knew nothing about
art history and wanted my content knowledge to help round
out the collection.
Today, people who want to be an archivist go to library
school. But libraries and archives are different. Librarians
use Library of Congress subject headings. They see something
and they want to make it fit a category. Archivists see
something and they let that something determine itself how
it will be organized and described and catalogued. We try to
preserve context as much as we can.
In the archives, an office file could be
thirty, forty, sixty pieces of paper  — we
paper but we do index down to the folder
can, we keep the same folder titles that
used. We preserve that context.

full of twenty,
don’t index every
level and, if we
were originally

Unless a collection is a real mess and we have to impose some
kind of order on it to make it usable, we try to let the
records determine their own organization. For me to impose my
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own hierarchy or my own categories on it would tell you
more about how my mind works than about the person who
used the records.

MW
That’s a tension that I’m really interested in because my
understanding is that, with archives, the goal is to be
as objective as possible. But one of the things that I’m
interested in exploring through this thesis is the idea
that we’re always telling a story — that inevitably, the
archivist tells a story even when she employs every possible
strategy and takes every possible step to keep her hands
off the material.

AM
Yeah, there’s no such thing as objectivity. The things in
our collections represent history now but that’s an adaptive
reuse. For the most part, all the correspondence we have,
all the minutes — those were all transactional documents that
had a purpose when they were written — to make something
happen, to exchange information — and whoever was writing or
typing them at the time wasn’t thinking, “Wow, I’m making
history.” They were doing something else. These things become
historical documents but that’s not how they were created
or how they initially functioned. Hopefully in preserving
provenance, we’re reminding you of that original function —
that the purpose of a particular correspondence was to get
an exhibition together at the Museum — it wasn’t about history
at all.

things for historical value, for research value, for legal
value, or for administrative value. Our collection has everything from correspondence to minutes to photos.
A lot of our photos were published in alumni magazines so they
are staged or their original purpose was to sell something.
A photograph in the admissions catalogue, for instance — of
students sitting outdoors sketching — whoever took it wasn’t
necessarily taking it to document what students do — but to sell
prospective students and their parents on what happens at RISD.
So we have historical photos, we have documentation of museum
installations; we have student publications, such as newspapers; we have exhibition catalogues; we have blueprints and
plans for RISD buildings. And we have works of art in the
archives too, which to me, is the best part of it. I try to
stress the fact that we’re not keeping these things for aesthetic reasons — we look at them as documentation, as evidence.
To take this work and move it to a museum or to put it in
a library collection, changes how it might be perceived or
used or viewed. As an archivist, it’s all about context.

MW
It sounds like your role, day to day, is to create this
context and to remove yourself as much as possible but I’m
curious — outside of your professional obligations, do you
find that the archive becomes a thinking space for you? Or
that you’re generating projects or writings in reaction to
the collection?

AM
MW
It sounds like you preserve a lot of administrative records —
what is the scope of your responsibilities as an archivist?

I just came off a six month sabbatical and during that time
I worked on a collaborative project with other people at RISD.
We put together a book that is being published by MIT Press
on our former museum director, Alexander Dorner.1 He is best
known for his work in Hanover Germany. He was director of the
Landesmuseum in Hanover from 1925-1937. 270 works from his

AM
We’re an institutional archive. It’s a RISD-specific collection that documents the history of the school. We might keep

1

Why Art Museums? The Unfinished Work of Alexander Dorner, ed. by Sarah Ganz
Blythe and Andrew Martinez (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2018)
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museum were included in The
the German museums, his had
ment considered degenerate.
to the US without a job. He
from 1938 to 1941.

Degenerate Art Exhibition. Of all
the most things that the governSo he fled Nazi Germany and came
ended up getting a job at RISD

When he left RISD, he was working on a book, which was never
published but it’s in the archives in galley-proof form. Our
book will be used to publish Dorner’s book and a speech that
he gave, which we have a transcript of — so we’re reproducing
original archival material and including five essays about
Dorner, one of which I wrote.
I’m interested in promoting archival collections — getting
original source material out there. But to just put it out
there, doesn’t mean you’ve provided a context — the book we
made is a way to do that; our essays ground his work and
interpret it. And yes, they are interpretations. I realize
that I’m telling one story but it’s not the story or the truth.
When I write and read, I find that I look at the text as one
story and that I look at the footnotes as archival markers —
as counter-narrative that lead you outside of the story and
in different directions. Sometimes I’m more interested in the
sources that someone looked through and I chase down their
footnotes to see them for myself. Some people read without
looking at footnotes until the end or they never look
at them — they see them as a disruption — but I guess I look at
archives as a disruption as well. For me, the archives are
in the footnotes.

the space to begin thinking about how to do it. I don’t want
my entire life to become a process of trying to resolve the
past — of finding out who everyone in every photograph is.
I’m trying to find ways of confronting that past without becoming consumed by it, which I acknowledge differs from an
archivist’s approach.

AM
I like Tacita Dean in that way — if you read her W.G. Sebald
essay,1 it’s really interesting because it straddles that
line between the historical and personal, which your introduction really does for me. I liked the introduction because
it was reflective in questioning practice. Too much of what
I read is people taking their idea of archive and running
with it and thinking they’re performing something archival
when I don’t think they are. So I thought what you wrote was
really good and am interested in seeing where it goes — and
the rhizome, you know, that’s it. That’s it right there.
It’s not a linear story.

MW
When you mention the danger in artists performing an archive
but doing so unsuccessfully, it makes me want to better
understand what you mean. What does “doing it wrong” look like?

AM
MW
The questions that you’re bringing up are ones that I’m
preoccupied with too. I’ve only recently connected the
Institute — and my impulse to question and critique institutions, and power in general — to my family’s past. I’m trying
to figure out how to approach the project creatively and
nonlinearly while preserving the integrity of the materials.
Up until now, my family hasn’t done anything with our
archive of photographs and documents and, while I recognize
that there’s no way that I can do that within the time-frame
of the thesis process, the Institute has provided me with

I take more issue with critics who create exhibitions of
artists who they think are archival when a lot of them are
critiquing the notion of accumulation, storage, or museums.
Some of these people are attacking the notion of collections
and what collections represent. Or what truth is. Or what
history is. I think they’re looking at archivists as gatekeepers or a bureaucratic means of control — as a way to
protect an entity in power. It’s a simplistic reading of
archives as administrative, oppressive tools. I don’t see

1

Dean, Tacita. “W. G. Sebald,” October, no. 106 (Fall 2003)
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archives that way. On the other hand, I think people like
Hal Foster and Tacita Dean look at archives as openings.
I appreciate when people leave ambiguity in what they do.
Because archives are ambiguous. They’re not decisive. I don’t
think archivists live within the delusion that they
represent veracity.

everything that is there. You have to re-question everything.
Does it affirm what you thought you knew? Or does it make
you think, “I didn’t know anything?” Often, just when I think
I know something, the rug is pulled out from under me — and
I like that feeling.

MW
MW
Of not knowing.
All of that makes a lot of sense to me. I had a meeting
recently, with a designer who is excited about the project,
and his advice was, “don’t be afraid to leave things unresolved.” And that interested me.
I’ve deliberately approached my graduate education nonlinearly,
prioritizing interdisciplinarity and, in a sense, not knowing,
over mastery. More important to me than becoming the best
designer I could be, was trying to become the best person
I could be. And that has meant, not only confronting my family’s past, but also seeking out thought-partners, across
departments, who share my interest in unpacking ideology and
becoming more media literate. I approached my education, and
this thesis project, in the only way I knew how to, which
meant pursuing and prioritizing, above all else, those things
that would make me feel more alive to the world around me.

AM
Of not knowing. And of making connections — when I think about
writing about five different topics only to realize that they
all connect and tell the story in a different way  — when one
aspect of RISD history that I thought would be its own history,
its own book, informs everything else and vise versa. To me,
that’s when it becomes really interesting.

And it seems to me that, so long as the frame of the thesis
is about asking questions and leaving things open, it’s OK to
leave things unresolved — that the thesis can actually be notes
for a future project.

AM
Yes, archives are always in flux. They’re always being added
to. They’re open-ended, vague, and unresolved. I think those
are all good things to aim for. You know, the book we’re
putting out  — it’s not the final word on Dorner by any means —
I hope other people read the same stuff and interpret it
differently or come to other conclusions. In trying to write
one chapter on him, I realized I could write a whole book on
him and the story just keeps overflowing and spilling out.
The archive is never complete. Never closed. There will always
be more to add to it. Everything you add reflects back on
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Thank you
To my family, partner, friends, classmates,
advisors, and mentors — thank you for your
love, thought-partnership, kindness, and
support – you fill my life with meaning.
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